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Editorial 
Can Science 

Move Mountains? 
Some time ago, I e-mailed an astronomer I know to ask 

him whether he would write an article for the Christian 
Educators Journal. The topic I assigned him was, "Does a 
study of the universe make God look bigger or smaller in 
your eyes ?" The man did not immediately reply so I asked 
him again. This time I got the following reply: 

"Sorry for the tardiness . . . I was agonizing. You per
haps don't know that after a tremendous struggle and a 
great sense of loss, I gave up the simple ' faith of the fa
thers' about 12 years ago. Although I could write a de
tailed account of why and how, I resolved never to write 
anything that could lead anyone to lose something so 
comforting, consoling and joyful." 

I was deeply saddened by this answer. I had thought of 
him as a Christian because he professed to be one for 
many years. He had gone far in the area of astronomy, to 
the point where he was at one time director of an inter
national observatory. I was struck by his honesty and his 
desire not to lead others along the same path he had taken. 
He regretted what had happened to himself, yet he seemed 
helpless in doing anything about it. It was as if the study 
of the universe had shrunk his view of God to the point 
where he no longer could believe. Or were there other 
factors at play in his personal life ? Having faith or not 
having faith is such a mystery. Who can predict the way 
human beings respond to the same information, the same 
revelation ? 

Numerous stars 
I was able to contact another astronomer whom I know 

to be a Christian. He was not able to find time to write 
an article then. Perhaps later. I had heard him speak at a 
slide show of pictures taken by the Hubble Space Tele
scope, where he told us about the immeasurability of space 
and constellations. He had said that if you hold up your 
thumb with arm outstretched, the space of your thumb 
covers a million galaxies. If you hold up a pinhead that 
way, it covers 3 ,000 galaxies. We are talking galaxies, 
folks, not planets and stars, but groupings of stars. It's 
enough to make your head spin (which it does anyway . . .  
around the sun) . 

It made me think of a Bible story. When God said to 
Abraham that he would make his descendants as numer-

ous as the stars in the sky, he wasn't asking Abraham to 
look through the Hubble. No way will humanity, let alone 
Abraham's seed, ever reach the number of stars that this 
12-ton spacecraft telescope photographs from day to day. 
God was talking naked-eye stuff. And, of course, he was 
using hyperbole, because the children of Abraham will 
never become as numerous as the sand on the seashore 
either. 

But let me return to the slide show presentation. It left 
a deep impression on many of us who attended. How 
vast the universe is, and how small and insignificant we 
are on this little planet called Earth ! Is it this discontinu
ity that makes scientists lose their faith ? The scholar who 
spoke at the slide show and who told us that the universe 
is about 14 billion years old said that instead of losing his 
faith he had become a believer. In fact, what really con
vinced him that God is the creator of all things was the 
birth of his child. Something so perfect and delicate could 
not have come about by chance, he felt. 

One can reach the same conclusion by thinking about 
Earth. How can it be that we human beings, animals and 
plants live on earth in relative calm while the rest of the 
universe experiences incredibly violent storms, tempera
tures of a million degrees Kelvin, and huge fields of X
rays that would fry an elephant in milliseconds. How 
can it be unless there is a divine being who thought things 
through ? 

Overwhelmed by size 
I can, however, understand why some scientists lose 

their faith. We know from astronomers that the universe 
is expanding. At least, scientists who embrace the Big Bang 
theory argue that an explosion occurred 14 billion years 
ago, causing everything to expand, including space. 

Our knowledge of the universe is expanding too.  In 
micro-electronics we have made giant strides as comput
ers become more efficient and powerful and the Internet 
provides instant communication. 

In late June of 2000,  two teams of scientists announced 
that they had compiled a working draft of the human 
genetic code. "This information has significant implica
tions on human life - from fighting diseases to solving 
environmental problems, to sending astronauts to far-
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reaching galaxies," said Dr. Yousef Haj -Ahmad, profes
sor of  biological sciences at Brock University in St .  
C athar i n e s ,  O n t . , in  an art i c l e  in  Surgite ( B r o ck 
University ' s  quarterly journal, Fall, 2000) .  

He adds : "In my opinion, the biotech revolution i s  more 
powerful than the micro-electronic revolution .  The 
biotech revolution is going to change the way we live on 
this planet. It is going to change the way we essentially 
look at the surrounding universe. It is extremely power
ful .  It will affect our world economy, people 's  habitat, 
people' s  health, etc." Notice that this man is impressed 
by the power of technology, and well he should be.  But 
the question is : Who unleashes all that power?  

The power of idolatry 
These are exciting times for human beings. But they 

are also unsettling and destabilizing times.  For believers, 
the challenge may be greater than ever. Jesus asked the 
question in Luke 18:8 :  "When the Son of Man comes, 
will he find faith on earth ?" This question is very much 
apropos as we see evidence in our societies that faith is 
being swept away by the gods of science and technology. 

Of course , it is not science or technology itself that 
sweeps away faith, nor the amazing discoveries, however 
impressive they may be. Only the beliefs in science and 
technology, only those attitudes that elevate science and 
technology to the level of gods, challenge faith. Chris
tians need never be afraid of new discoveries. This is our 
Father ' s  world and nothing in that world can separate us 
from the love of God that is in Christ Jesus our Lord 
(Romans 8 : 38,39) .  We have it black on white . 

But we do see that Christians, too, are being influenced 
by the religious impact of a secular approach to science 
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and technology. Chuck Colson and Nancy Pearcy warn 
against this in their book How Now Shall We Live? (I 
highly recommend this book to Christian educators as it 
presents an amazingly strong Reformed perspective on 
culture . )  They write : "The dominant view in our culture 
today is radically one-dimensional : that this life is all there 
is, and nature is all we need to explain everything that 
exists. This is, at heart, the philosophy of naturalism, and 
not only has it permeated the classroom curriculum, but 
it has also been expressed widely in popular culture, from 
Disney World to television nature shows to children's 
books" (p . 52) .  

Francis Bacon i s  reported to  have said: "A little science 
estranges a man from God. A lot of science brings him 
back." This may sound a little simplistic, but there is some
thing to it. It is true that scientists are more open today 
to the probability of a designer/creator than they were in 
the previous century because they know more. The Big 
Bang theory, which many Christians decry, points to a 
beginning and an end and thus undercuts the idea of an 
infinite universe that has no beginning and end, i . e . ,  no 
Creator. "When it comes to the origin of life ,  science is 
squarely on the side of creation by an intelligent agent. 
We have nothing to fear from the progress of science," 
say Colson and Pearcy (p . 79) , and they provide ample 
evidence . 

If I had a bent for factual detail and repetitive research 
(which I don't) I would love to be a teacher of science in 
the Christian school.  But I think I would look at and 
touch a baby from time to time to keep me sane - to 
remind me that, in spite of all the test tubes and experi
ments, I am not in control. 
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Reading the Cosmos and Unfolding 
the Wisdolll of God byDennisR.Danielson 
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critical collection of "western cosmology's greatest hits" from the Bible and ancient 

Greece to the present, was chosen as an Amazon. com book-ofthe-day in July 2000 and 

as an alternate selection for The Library of Science book club. This anthology's one 

hundred first-hand writings (accompanied by yvhat Science News calls Danielson's 

"eloquent commentary') are accessible to general readers from high school level on up. 

The Book of the Cosmos is published in hardback by Perseus Publishing (590 pp.; 

US$35). 

How should Christians respond to cur
rent scientific theories about the origin 
of the universe? What are these theories? 
Do they offer a challenge to Christian 
faith? And how scientific are they any
way? 

Before I tackle these questions, let me 
begin by confessing that, as a Christian 
and an intellectually engaged person, I 
find cosmology- theories of the universe 
- fascinating and inspiring. So naturally 
I want my students to join in the adven
ture of thinking deeply about the cosmos 
and of listening to the voices of others 
who have done the same. 

At the same time, I want them to share 
my conviction that this line of study can 
be not only exciting, but also God-hon
oring. John Calvin in his commentary on 
Genesis tackles the issue of whether as
tronomy harmonizes with the Word of 
God. For example, how do we respond 
when we read (in Gen. 1:16) that God 
"made two great lights" in the sky- and 
then we hear the astronomers telling us 
that in fact Saturn is greater than the 
moon? 

No contradiction 
Calvin answers that Genesis is speak

ing "in a popular style" for the benefit of 
"ordinary persons." Astronomers, by con
trast, with their more specialized knowl
edge, come at things from a different 
angle. They pursue what nowadays we 
might call a different "discourse." Yet, 
says Calvin, there is no contradiction; and 

astronomy is to be 
neither "repro
bated nor ... con
demned, because 
some frantic per
sons ... reject 
whatever is un
known to them. 
For astronomy is 
not only pleasant 

Dennis Danielson but also very use-
ful to be known; 

it cannot be denied that this art unfolds 
the admirable wisdom of God." 

This view of creation as a mirror of 
God's greatness finds support in the ven
erable tradition that regards God as the 
author of "two books": Scripture, and Na
ture. For reading the Bible, Calvin pro
moted what is sometimes called "the anal
ogy of faith": If you come to a difficult 
passage, you should interpret it in the light 
of Scripture as a whole. This assumption 
concerning the internal consistency of 
Scripture can be similarly applied to both 
of God's "books" taken together. Thus, 
Thomas Campanella, a seventeenth-cen
tury Dominican friar, defended Galileo 
by declaring that science, like biblical 
scholarship, reveals God's truth - and 
"one truth does not contradict another 
truth." Because they are works by the 
same Author, nature and the Bible must 
be read as harmonizing with each other. 

Now, some four hundred years later, 
Calvin's and Campanella's words still 
provide sound guidelines for the 

Christian's approach to theories of the 
universe. If we heed them, we'll avoid 
getting "frantic" and rejecting things we 
just don't know about. Even more impor
tantly, we'll look constructively for ways 
in which cosmology (along with all the 
other disciplines) "unfolds the wisdom of 
God." And we'll be emboldened in this 
task by the recognition that no truth can 
be shaken by any other truth. 

Freeze-framed photo 
So what theories of the universe are be

ing promoted today? Here I'll focus on 
only a few aspects of the really big one, 
often called the Standard Model or, more 
popularly, the Big Bang theory of cosmic 
origins. 

In one sense, Big Bang theory doesn't 
begin at the beginning. It begins, 
observationally, with the discovery by 
Hubble and others in the 1920s that the 
galaxies of the universe appear to be 
moving farther and farther away from 
each other, and that the farther a galaxy 
is from us, the faster appears to be its rate 
of recession. 

So the cosmic situation is like this: Sup
pose someone lets off a hand grenade, and 
that at a certain length of time after the 
detonation you photograph all of the gre
nade fragments in such a way as to cap
ture their instantaneous velocity. From 
this freeze-framed picture and your 
knowledge of the fragments' velocity, you 
could extrapolate backwards and estimate 
with considerable accuracy the elapsed 
time between detonation and the instant 
you took the photo. In the same way, 
knowing the rate of galactic recession 
together with the galaxies' present dis
tance from each other allows us to esti
mate how long ago the materials con
tained in the galaxies were no distance at 
all from each other. As a Belgian clergy
man proposed in the early 1930s, the en
tire universe constituted (perhaps not for 
long!) a "primal atom" of almost infinite 
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density.1 Then it exploded. 
This is a highly simplified version of 

the story accepted by a huge majority of 
practicing astrophysicists and cosmolo
gists today. I'm not really sure if it does 
any more, or less, than other scientific 
theories to compel or prevent belief in 
God. And yet Big Bang cosmology does 
most emphatically raise the issue of the 
beginning. Various earlier theories, from 
Aristotle in ancient times to "Steady State" 
theory in the mid-twentieth century, con
ceptualized the universe in such a way that 
it needed no beginning. Surely such theo
ries made life more comfortable for thor
oughgoing atheists. But today, the issue 
of "cosmogony" - the origin of the uni
verse - simply can't be avoided. 

Just-so condition 
Neither can the question of the "fine 

tuning" of the universe. It is widely rec
ognized today that life is predicated on 
the existence of carbon, and that carbon 
is synthesized only under conditions of 
extreme pressure and temperature deep 
within stars. Nor would carbon be pro
duced at all except that the "resonance" 
of one of its three component particles is 
exactly right to permit it to combine with 
the other two within the 10-19 second win
dow-of-opportunity that it has to do so.2 

So we carbon-based beings would not 
even be here without those laws or with
out those furnaces we call stars. How
ever, why should the universe contain 
stars in the first place? To answer this, 
we have to go back to the Big Bang. Like 
any explosion, the Big Bang involves some 
force propelling matter outward from a 
starting point. And in this case it has to 
be an unspeakably large force, for it must 
overcome a contrary force: that of the 
mutual gravitational attraction of the en
tire stuff of the universe at very close quar
ters! Moreover, if the force is not great 

enough, everything will pretty quickly 
collapse back on itself. Or if it is too great, 
everything will scatter so thoroughly, and 
with such diffusion, that gravity will have 
no chance to draw various "clumps" of 
stuff together again and so form stars. 

The knife-edge balance between the 
explosive force and gravitation is only one 
among many critical parameters. All of 
the interrelationships among the four 
forces - gravitation, electromagnetism, 
and the strong and the weak nuclear forces 

- must be just so. But the product of all 
of these "knife-edge" fine-tunings gives 
us an answer to the question I posed a 
moment ago: Why should there be stars 
in the universe? The answer is that there 
shouldn't be, and that the existence of 
stars is mind-bogglingly improbable. 

Impossible odds 
One relatively non-controversial esti

mate of the odds against the existence of 
stars is made by cosmologist Lee Smolin: 
Perhaps ... we should ask just how prob
able is it that a universe created by ran
domly choosing the parameters will con
tain stars . ... The answer, in round num
bers, comes to about one chance in 10229• 

To illustrate how truly ridiculous this 
number is, we might note that the part of 
the universe we can see from earth con
tains about 1022 stars which together con
tain about 1080 protons and neutrons. 
These numbers are gigantic, but they are 
infinitesimal compared to 10229• In my 
opinion, a probability this tiny is not 
something we can let go unexplained. 
Luck will certainly not do here.3 

It is no surprise, then, that Smolin -
although he is an atheist - heads this 
section of his book "The Miracle of Stars." 
As one scientist remarked to me recently, 
"10229-to-one-odds" has a simple equiva
lent expression in ordinary English: im
possible. 
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So what's an atheist cosmologist to do? 
Smolin's adventuresome but not very 
compelling maneuver is to postulate that 
the laws of physics themselves are not 
really random but that they have evolved 
through many trial universes in a kind of 
Darwinian progression, with new uni
verses bursting into existence within black 
holes, beyond our observational horizon. 

Lucky find 
Sir Martin Rees, England's Astronomer 

Royal, likewise postulates many trial-and
error universes across an entire "ensemble 
of universes."4 His core idea is most sim
ply rendered by an analogy: Suppose you 
come to work wearing a new suit that 
fits you exactly, even though you happen 
to have quite an unusual build. Your co
workers naturally assume your suit was 
made to measure. But you explain to them 
that, no, with a bit of luck, and with thou
sands of suits in the shop to choose from, 
you found one that fit just right. Simi
larly, Rees's hypothesis of the 
"multiverse" - a veritable infinitude of 
universes like bubbles in a super-cosmic 
foam - allows us to behold a single ap
parently tailor-made universe without 
having to conclude that it was purposely 
made to measure. On this view our uni
verse is still pretty special; but, given 
those racks and racks of other universes, 
one that fits like ours isn't terribly sur
pnsmg. 

I'm not ridiculing Smolin's or Rees's 
efforts to make sense of the virtual im
possibility of our universe's being "just 
so." But their strenuous, hugely specula
tive attempts do indicate how very seri
ously they regard the fine-tuning of the 
cosmos and how powerfully they are 
motivated to avoid the inference that our 
universe was created "tailor made." And 
what is most ironic, I think, is that athe
istic cosmologists' desire to avoid "the-



ology" or "mysticism" - things they 
don't consider scientific - often lead 
them to generate theories or make pro
nouncements which themselves can't be 
called scientific in any rigorous sense. 

I've already cited Smolin's "big bangs 
within black holes" idea and Rees's 
"multiverse" speculation. But I'm also 
thinking of Steven Weinberg's famous 
statement that "the more the universe 
seems comprehensible, the more it also 
seems pointless. "5 The claim may sound 
like a scientific conclusion, but actually 
it is a philosophical conclusion, one that 
flows quite logically if divine purpose is 
read out of the story from the very begin
ning. Stephen Hawking's famous "no 
boundary" hypothesis similarly, and in
evitably, leads to his no less famous ques
tion: "What place, then, for a creator?"6 
When atheistic cosmologists thus inten
tionally and "philosophically" read God 
out of the picture at the beginning of the 
story and then present theistic creation 
as scientifically unacceptable, I am in
clined (despite my respect for them) to 
question their rigor and even possibly 
their honesty. 

Made for humanity 
There is one more "explanation" of our 

wildly unlikely universe that many, in
cluding some Christians, find attractive: 

the so-called "anthropic cosmological 
principle. "7 This principle begins by ac
knowledging what is called a "selection 
effect." What human beings perceive is a 
function of both the object of perception 
and the filter of human perception itself. 
Accordingly, the anthropic principle, in 
its "weak" formulation, points out that 
physical theories of the cosmos must take 
into account the fact that the cosmos con
tains carbon-based physicists- a fact that 
leads us right back to the necessary fine
tunings of the universe already alluded 
to. This logical (and actually remarkably 
useful) observation lies at the foundation 
of the anthropic principle. 

However, in spite of the undoubted 
value of reflecting on the existence of 
"cosmic coincidences" and of physicists, 
we should beware twin perils of the 
anthropic principle. One peril is mere 
banality: "Hey, of course we observe the 
universe to be fine tuned just as it is. If it 
weren't, we wouldn't be here to observe 
it." The other is hubris: "WE are the pur
pose of the universe." Or, in the slightly 
more modest words of Freeman Dyson, 
"The universe must have known that we 
were coming. "8 This approach opens the 
way to what I would call an "argument 
from design without a Designer"- a kind 
of materialist pantheism. Nevertheless, 
the anthropic cosmological principle -
especially through the work of John Bar
row and Frank Tipler in their fat book of 
the same name9- has helped to put ques
tions of design back on the table. It has 
also highlighted the fact that this cosmos 
contains beings who are capable of re
flecting on the meaning both of the cos
mos and of their own lives, and whose 
existence is predicated on a scientifically 
inexplicable series of staggering coinci
dences. 

Thus, some of the major features of Big 
Bang cosmology support a healthy chal-

lenge to atheistic materialism and perhaps 
at the same time create a happy opportu
nity for Christians and other theists to 
re-invigorate their conviction that the cos
mos declares the glory of its Creator. If 
we seize that opportunity, then in some 
measure this art too may unfold the ad
mirable wisdom of God. 
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"Did Adam name the dinosaurs ?" 
Greg asked at the door, as I excused 
the fifth-period biology class. Gulp ! 
The class had just finished a biology/ 
geology timeline review sheet. The 
sheet related to a description in their 
textbook of fossils (plants, animals 
and human beings) and the age of rock 
layers containing the fossils. As usual, 
Greg had completed the worksheet 
quickly  and  wou ld  undoubte dly  
achieve a perfect score on the upcom
ing quiz of the material. But I knew 
he did not agree with worksheet and 
textbook statements about the age of 
rock layers and fossils. Greg had told 
me before that he thought the earth 
and its rocks were about 6,000 years 
old, and fossils were no older than 
that either. So his question would not 
be answered easily. My mind quickly 
considered different scenarios and 
possible responses. 

My first choice, "No. Adam did not 
name the dinosaurs because Adam 
was not alive when dinosaurs lived." 
Greg was sure to challenge . He'd say; 
"That can't be right. The Bible says 
that God brought the animals to 
Adam to be named.  Dinosaurs are 
animal s ,  r ight ? Adam must  have 
named them. Therefore dinosaurs and 
humans lived at the same time. Not 

millions of years apart like the 
worksheet and textbook 
sa id . "  I f  p re s s ed ,  I 
knew Greg was fully 
able to direct me to 
Genesis 2 : 19-20 :  

"So from the soil Yahweh God fash
ioned all the wild beasts and all the 
birds of heaven. These he brought to 
the man to see what he would call 
them; each one was to bear the name 
the man would give it. The man gave 
names to all the cattle, all the birds of 
heaven and all the wild beasts" (The 
Jerusalem Bible . The Reader 's  Edition, 
1968) . 

A pickle 
In response to his use of Genesis 2, 

I could ask Greg how all the animals 
got to Adam. Likely he would say that 
birds flew and that cattle and wild 
beasts walked to Adam. After that I 
could ask, "Greg, how did whales, 
fishes and other water animals get to 
Adam for their names?" Greg might 
say, "Adam went to the wate r ! "  I 
would then point out that the Bible 
says that God brought the animals to 
Adam. Greg would undoubtedly re
tort with, "Well, then, God brought 
them to Adam by a miracle ."  We 
would be at a stalemate . 

I could answer Greg with "You're 
asking that question because of a mis
understanding of the creation story." 
I would explain that Genesis 1 :20-25 
records how God made animals be
fore making Adam. Therefore, the 
Genesis 2 description may not be how 
creation happened. There is no strong 
reason to conclude that Adam named 
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any or all of the animals. When the 
Genesis 2 passage says that Adam 
named the animals, it may be just a 
way of saying that Adam is master of 
animals in the sea, on the earth and 
in the air. But did I want Greg taking 
home the message that I thought Gen
esis 2 was not literal, word for word? 

I was in a pickle. How could I help 
Greg understand and accept that the 
Bible opens with two different cre
ation stories ?  I didn't feel honest let
ting him use parts of Genesis 2 and 
parts of Genesis 1 without realizing 
the passages are not identical with 
each other, at least the parts describ
ing the creation sequence of animals 
and of Adam. In Genesis 1, Adam is 
created after animals .  In Genesis 2 
Adam is created before animals. 

Aha !  I could say, "No. Scientists 
during the 18th century began nam
ing the dinosaurs." Clever though the 
response might be, Greg's likely come
back would b e :  "If the Bible says 
Adam named the animals and birds, 
then Adam must have named the di
nosaurs, too. The name just was not 
the scientific name that scientists use 
today. After all, that is what has hap
pened to the names of other animals. 
Like you told us, the scientific name 
for the cow is bos taurus and for the 
golden eagle it is aquila chrysaetus. 
Stuck again. 

After all this mental give-and-take, 



I waffled. Fi
na l ly, I an 
s w e r e d ,  
"That is a 
mystery 
G r e g !  
The Bib le  
does not tell us  ex
actly. S o  we may 
never know." Greg 
left for lunch. 

My discomfort 
As Greg walked away, I wondered 

why Christians study and teach biol
ogy. Sure ,  studying anatomy and 
physiology is important for training 
competent nurses, doctors, dentists 
and other health-care professionals. 
Studying ecology is valuable for un
derstanding and predicting the impact 
that humans have on an environment. 
Studying cell biology and genetics are 
essential for learning how to modify 
harmful genes and for tracking genes 
from parent to offspring. 

Studying evolution is useful for ty
ing biology together. Evolution ex
p la in s  s imi l a r i t i e s  in the  v i s u a l  
anatomy o f  the wide variety o f  organ
isms on earth. Evolution clarifies the 
distr ibution  of organisms among 
earth's continents . Evolution provides 
a model for understanding how gene 
changes (specifically, in DNA, which 
is the chemical material of genes) may 
change the appearance and behavior 
of organisms. As appearance and be
havior are modified over time, some 
organisms survive as they adapt to en
vironmental change . Other organ
isms, not able to adapt, die in large 

numbers .  In 
s o m e  c a s e s  

those organ
isms leave fos-

sils that record 
their existence. 

In sp i t e  o f  
knowing  t h e s e  
good reasons for 
studying biology, I 

was troubled. Why was I, a Christian 
biology teacher, uncertain and un
comfortable telling Greg that dino
saurs lived, but not when Adam lived ?  

I accept that God's revelation in  the 
cosmos (all things created and main
tained by God) provides evidence that 
the earth and the heavens have ex
isted for billions of years. Life in many 
different shapes (plant, microbe, and 
animal) grew, developed and changed 
during that time. The dinosaurs flour
ished about 200 million years ago . 
They disappeared from the record of 
life about 65 million years before hu
mans started, grew and developed.  
Humans (homo sapiens), or, as I think 
of them, the Adams - female and 
male -were late bloomers.  Adams 

h a v e  
b e e n  
around for 
about 0.5 million years. The evidence 
of God's cosmic revelation has been, 
and continues to be, described by bi
ology, chemistry, geology and phys
Ics . 

A long process 
I do not think that God's revelation 

in the Bible is intended to tell us (the 
Adams) the mechanism God used, and 
continues to use, in the creation pro
cess. We might say that the mecha
nism is one in which "Yahweh God 
fashioned man (the Adams) of dust 
from the soil" (Genesis 2 : 7) .  But, 
"fashioned" does not explain the pro
cess in a concrete manner. Further
more, I am intrigued by the possibil
ity that God may have molded and 
remolded shapes before using a form 
leading to our human ancestors and, 
eventually, to us .  For example ,  in 
Jeremiah 18, the prophet described 
God as a potter who starts over when 
a clay vessel is ruined during forma
tion : 

HSo I aeremiah) went down to the 
potter's house; and there he (the pot
ter) was, working at the wheel. And 
whenever the vessel he was mixing 
came out wrong, as happens with the 
clay handled by potters, he would start 
afresh and work it into another vessel, 
as pursers do . Then th is word of 
Yahweh was addressed to me, cHouse 
of Isra e l, can not I do to you what 

1968) . 

this potter does? . . .  Yes, 
as the  c lay is in the  

potter's hand, so  you are in 
mine . . .  "' U eremiah 18: 3-
6, The Jerusalem Bible. 
The Reader ' s  edit ion,  

A Revised Standard Version Bible 
translation more forcefully described 
God's action with a vessel not shap
ing up as desired. In the RSV the pot-
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ter (God) was linked directly with the 
formation of the unsuitable vessel. For 
example : 

" . . .  and there he [the potter] was 
working at his wheel. And the vessel 
he was making of clay was spoiled in 
the potter's hand, and he reworked it 
into another vessel, as it seemed good 
to the potter to do" Ueremiah 18: 3 b-

4, RSV, 1952) .  
Jeremiah ' s  imagery encourages  

readers to  conclude that God took 
time creating. He may have started, 
stopped, and restarted with new ma
terial or different shapes of used ma
terial . 

Because of how I understand God's 
revelations in the cosmos and in the 

Bible, I think that God's creation was 
not a single event in ancient history. 
God ' s  creation activity continues 
daily. Fossils, among other things, give 
evidence of God's activities. 

I 'm not alone in thinking that God 
continues to create . For example ,  
John Calvin writes a word-

picture of God's creative activity. 
Calvin says, "To make God a momen
tary Creator, who once and for all fin
ished his work, would be cold and 
barren, and we must differ from pro
fane men especially in that we see the 
presence of divine power shining as 
much in the continuing state of the 
universe as in its inception (Institutes 
of the Christian Religion, 1. 16. 1) . 

Calvin's  description is consistent with 
the imagery of God's  activity de
scribed in Jeremiah 18 : 3 -6. 

The buzzing bell warning of the 
beginning of sixth period startled me. 
I walked into  my c l a s s r o o m  
smiling.The next time I ' m  asked if 
Adam named the dinosaurs I'll answer 
"No." 

Acknowledgment : The authors  
thank Duane Kelderman, Randall Van 
Dragt, Clarence 

Menninga, Ralph Stearley and an 
anonymous high school student for 
their inspiration and 

constructive review of this article. 
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Reformed Christians and bi& 
fti-tee\\ ""0 

by Charles C. Adams 
Charles Adams teaches engineering 

at Dordt College in Sioux Center, 

Iowa. 

"We live in the age of high tech. The 
signs are everywhere,  from Holly
wood to Wall Street, from Washing
ton, D . C . ,  to fabled S ilicon Valley. 
Newsstands display stacks of science 
and computer magazines. Windows of 
electronics stores are piled high with 
new products. Foreign policy experts 
attempt to come to terms with 'Star 
Wars . '  Engineering stands at center 
stage . 

Employment of engineers has been 
increasing at a pace nearly double that 
of other professions and three times 
as fast as that of the overall work 
force. More than 100,000 new stu
dents are crowding into American en
gineering schools each year, double 
the number of a decade ago.  One of 
every five male college freshmen says 
he would like to be an engineer." (The 
quotation above is from the introduc
tion to Samuel Florman's new book, 
The Civilized Engineer. ) 

The fact that technology is a major 
force - indeed, a defining character
istic of our age - is, I 'm sure, not 
news to anyone. But what surprised 
me was the last sentence : " One of 

Florman was exaggerating. But a closer cultures in our world or, at least, in 
look reveals that he has documented our academic world :  the technical 
his claim as coming from a report by 
the Office of Technology Assessment 
and summarized in an article published 
in the New York Times. 

So why the disparity between what 
I perceive and what apparently is the 
normal attitude of American college
age young people ? On the surface the 
answer is quite simple. My experience 
is with a small subset of American col
lege-age young people - those origi
nating from the Reformed Christian 
community. But, of course, I still must 
ask "why?" Why should the attitude 
of Reformed, Christian young people, 
particularly those who have attended 
Christian schools, be different from 
their public school peers with regard 
to technology, especially when they 
share so much in common in other 
areas of life ? 

I would like to suggest three possible 
answers to that question and argue 
that, although I generally applaud 
non-conformity and distinctiveness on 
the part of Christian young people, in 
this case I think that the difference is 
in the wrong direction - we Chris
tians ought to be more enthusiastic 
about technology than the average 
American, not less. 

culture and the humanities culture . 
Traditionally there has been an an
tagonism between these two cultures. 
Te chnical ly  t ra ined p e o p l e  have 
looked down on the humanities as 
being of little practical use and, con
versely, people trained in the humani
ties have generally seen technology 
as abstract and inhuman and tech
nologists as insensitive,  pragmatic 
and dehumanized .  This  fal se  di
chotomy has been semi-institutional
ized in the existence of liberal arts 
colleges on the one hand, and col
leges of science and engineering on 
the other. 

The problem we have as Reformed 
Christians becomes apparent when 
we consider the nature of Christian 
colleges. Think of the ones you know: 

every five male college freshmen says False dichotomy 

Dordt, Northwestern, Calvin, Trin
ity, Hope, Redeemer, the King's and 
even the broader evangelical schools 
such as Wheaton : all of them iden
tify themselves as liberal arts colleges. 
These schools are not only the intel
lectual nurturing communities for a 
large majority of Reformed Chris
tians, but they are also training cen
ters for almost all Christian school 
teachers. And even though as Re
formed Christians, because of our 
holistic biblical view of creation, we 
know that the two cultures problem 
is a false one, we nonetheless cannot 
help but be affected by it and, in turn, 
help perpetuate it. 

he would like to be an engineer." The first reason I believe that Chris-

Striking disparity 
As an engineering educator here at 

Dordt College for the last eight years, 
this simply has not been my experi
ence .  At first I wondered whether 

tian young people  do not look as 
quickly to technology as a vocation has 
to do with what C.P. Snow called the 
"two cultures" problem in his book 
The Two Cultures. That problem is the Practical reductionism 
erroneous belief that there exist two A second explanation for the rela-
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tive disaffection  of  Reformed 
Christian young people for science 
and technology has to do with an 
inconsistency between what we 
practice and what we preach as 
our world view. We may say that 
Christ is Lord of every area of life, 
that Christians are called to ser
vice in every sphere of creation, 
and that religion is not some 
special compartment of life but 
is our  moment-by-moment  
walk before the  face of  the 
Lord; but,  nevertheless ,  we 
live as if there exists a spiri
tual dimension to life ,  usually 
identified with morals, eth
ics, and theology, as well as 
a neutral and second-best di
mension of life, one which 
includes such activities as 
science and technology. 

We may say it in words, 
but in our communal heart 
we Reformed Christians have failed 
to see that serving the cause of the 
Kingdom as an engineer, lawyer, or 
businessman can be just as holy as serv
ing as a missionary, minister, or Chris
tian school teacher. In other words we 
are Reformed in word only. In deed 
we are one with our fundamentalist 
brothers and sisters. 

No confidence 
A third reason why Christian young 

people are not turning the world of 
technology and science upside down 
is somewhat related to the second. 
Since we see that area of life as neu
tral, we don't believe that we have 
anything special to bring to it as Chris-

� 
/ 

;� 
.... ' 

tians. Since we lack a prophetic vi
sion for reforming technology and di
recting it to service for the Kingdom, 
we also lack confidence in our ability 
to make any difference . 

Technology, like any other calling, 
requires commitment. But commit
ment, in order to grow, needs to be 
fertilized by the confidence that our 
commitment will make a difference . 
As Christians we have no communal 
self-confidence that our work in the 
areas of science or technology will be 
any more valuable than that of the 
non-Christian. Seeing it as neutral, we 
are deaf to the Word of the Lord for 
technology. Not only do we not know 
his will for the areas of energy, elec-

tronics, and eugenics, but we don't 
even believe that it exists . 

Cry for healing 
In summary, three of 
the reasons why Re

forme d C h ri s t i an  
young peop le  are 
not studying engi
neer ing with the 

same communal en
thu s i asm as t h e i r  

n&n- Re forme d o r  
non-Christian peers  

are  these : they lack 
confidence in their abil

ity to make a difference, 
they do not see it as in any 

way related to their Chris
tian faith, and they have 

been one-sidedly influenced 
by the humanities pole of the 

two cultures dichotomy. 
It's  time Reformed Christians begin 

practicing what we preach. There's  a 
high-tech world out there crying for 
healing and direction. Only those who 
hear the word of the Lord are capable 
of bringing the gospel of redemption 
to the world. But to do so we must be 
filled with the Spirit and have the con
fidence that our work will not be in 
vain. We need to begin building that 
confidence when our children enter 
kindergarten if we expect them to take 
up their Kingdom high-tech tasks 
when they become adults . 

Reference : 
1. Samuel Florman, The Civilized 

Engineer, (New York :  St .  Martin 's  
Press, 1987) 
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"Slouching Toward Bedlam" 

--• My Christian Textbook Says It. 
I Believe It. That Settles It. 

by Jan Kaarsvlam 
Jan Kaarsvlam is finishing out a difficult year at John Calvin 
Christian School in Montana's beautiful Yaak Valley. Be
cause of some misunderstandings with the school board 
regarding what he meant by '1\ Reformed approach to bowl
ing, " Kaarsvlam's contract has not been renewed. For next 
year, he has accepted a job teaching English at the newly 
opened Heritage Christian School near Thief River Falls, 
Minnesota. 

The snow outside the windows of the faculty lounge 
fell in big wet flakes that melted as soon as they hit pave
ment but that coated the athletic fields with a frosting 
appropriate to the day before Christmas break was to 
begin. The students in the hallways were trading gifts 
and laughter, but in the lounge, faculty members who, 
like their students, were gorging on candy and cookies, 
were considerably more intense. 

"Well, isn't this supposed to be a Christian school ? "  
Sam Toomer demanded. Sam taught biology. "Well, isn't 
. �, lt. 

"Of course, Sam, but what makes the school Christian ? "  
Physics teacher Zelda Roberts spoke from the far end of 
the table. For once everyone seated at the table was in
volved in the same discussion, a discussion that stemmed 
from a proposal brought by a group of parents to the 
education committee of the school board. The parents 
requested that the school make an effort over the next 
two years to replace all secular textbooks with Christian 
textbooks. One week earlier the school board had asked 
the school's curriculum committee, a group of the de
partment heads, for feedback on the proposal, and now 
it seemed that was all the faculty talked about. 

Zelda continued, "I do not believe that the textbooks 
are what make a Christian school Christian. The Chris
tian school derives its Christian character from the teach
ers. I believe that a good teacher can take the most secu
lar of books and teach from it in a Christian context. The 
converse is also true :  the most Christian of books can be 
taught in a very secular fashion." 

"Maybe," Sam said, " but why not use books that rein
force what we're about rather than books that contradict 
it. For example, in my biology class, I think it would be 

wonderful to have a book that begins from the same 
premise as mine - namely, that we are in the hands of a 
loving Creator God who has carefully designed the uni
verse. Most science books today are thoroughly grounded 
in naturalism. God, or even the suggestion of the possi
bility of a God, has no place in them. I always feel bad 
telling the students that what they are reading isn't true." 

"Yeah, yeah, I know exactly what you're saying, " said 
Rex Kane. With his pinky he picked at a piece of fudge 
stuck in his molars. "I have to deal with the exact same 
problem, day in, day out." 

Sam stared at Rex. "You teach Phys. Ed., Rex. You don't 
even use textbooks. How can this problem possibly ap
ply to you ? "  

"Hey, hey, we're all i n  this together, " Rex said as he 
reached for another cookie. 

Sam turned back to Zelda, trying, along with everyone 
else, to ignore Rex. "I guess I'd just like to see a little 
consistency." 

Science teacher Gerry Oldenhoff leaned across the table. 
"Sam, the problem with these Christian textbooks is they 
lack rigor. Have you ever read some of these textbooks ? 
They're full of factual and theological errors. This school 
is about pushing students to achieve academically. God 
deserves excellence. I just don't see Christian textbooks 
helping us promote that." 

"Yeah," put in John Kleinhout. "Besides, where does 
the education committee think they're coming from, tell
ing us what textbooks to use ? "  

"Well ,"  Cal Vandermeer responded, "we do work for 
them." 

"Sure,"  said Kleinhout, "but that doesn't make them 
experts." He leaned forward conspiratorially, a position 
he often assumed when talking to other teachers. "I'll tell 
you right now, this whole proposal has nothing to do 
with books. It has to do with us. These parents don't 
trust us, and I'll tell you what- I'm offended. They don't 
trust me to do what's right in the classroom." 

"I don't think you're being fair, " Carrie Wellema said. 
"From what I understand, this has nothing to do with 
lack of trust. Parents just feel that we spend a lot of money 
on textbooks, and currently we don't have any sort of 
process we follow to do that." 
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"I agree ,"  Vandermeer said. "It is easy to turn this into 
a personal issue, but I don't think that is accurate, nor is 
it productive. Still, the issue bothers me, and this is why. 
This is a school that comes from the Reformed back
ground. We are, at least by my understanding, trying to 
teach students not only about Christian doctrine, but also 
about the culture that surrounds them. Only when they 
understand that culture do students have the ability to go 
into the world and transform it. Many Christian text
books come from a separatist worldview, one that en
courages Christians to huddle in their own little enclave 
and let the world slip . I'm afraid that using books that 
encourage that sort of separatism only moves us further 
away from where we should be philosophically. "  

Toomer shook his head. "That's all fine and well, Cal, 
but I still have trouble using a biology book so thoroughly 
saturated by naturalism. There 's  a difference between in
forming our students of other worldviews and preaching 
those other worldviews. I just worry about how much 
naturalism my students are soaking up without their or 
my knowing it. How can we tell when we've crossed the 
line from informing them about the surrounding culture 
into tempting them to join it ? "  

Carrie Wellema saw that Rex Kane was about t o  say 

something, so she 
took the initiative. 
"Are there really 
only two choices, 
w e l l - w r i t t e n  
worldly textbooks 
or inaccurate, mis
leading, Christian 
textbooks ? If so, 
that's pretty sad. " 

M a x w e l l  
Prentice-Hall, the 
newly hired coun
s e l o r, spoke  up . 
Maxwel l  was an 
idea l i s t ,  h e  had  
two la s t  name s ,  
and h e  grew u p  in 
Louisiana.  These 

facts made him a bit  of an enigma to many of his col
leagues at Bedlam. 

He said, "Maybe that's just God telling us we need to 
write our own textbooks . "  

Cal Vandermeer laughed. "That's good, Max, but I don't 
have the time to do all the things my job currently re
quires . "  

"Maybe the board would give us  a sabbatical or  some
thing, " Max mused with a dreamy look in his eyes. 

"You know,"  Rex Kane blurted as the bell rang, "this 
whole thing reminds me of that classic Christmas story 
It's a Wonderful Life.  You know, the one with the angel 
trying to get his wings . "  

Everyone had begun to  rise from the table, but they 
paused, staring at Rex and awaiting an explanation. 

"You know, the scene where Jimmy Stewart's about to 
jump off the bridge, but then the angel jumps first. "  

Rex stared knowingly and awaited a response. The oth
ers stared blankly. Finally Rex shrugged and grabbed two 
more cookies for the road. 

"I  don't know,"  he said, waving a dismissive hand. "It 
just reminds me of that, okay ? "  

Befuddled, the teachers made their way out the door to 
the sugared-up students and their Christmas break. 
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Panel Dot Edu 

''Compromise in Governance?'' 
Clarence Joldersma, assistant professor of education at 
Calvin College, Grand Rapids, Mich., has asked a five
member panel a question about Reformed perspective. 
The panel consists of: 
Pam Adams, assistant professor of education at Dordt 
College, Sioux Centre, Iowa; 
Lois Brink, curriculum coordinator and media director 
at Grand Rapids Christian High School, Grand Rapids, 
Mich. ; 
Johanna Campbell, executive director of the Christian 
Teachers Association of British Columbia, Langley, B. C. ;  
Tim Hoeksema, principal of Holland Christian High 
School, Holland, Mich. ;  
Tony Kamphuis ,  history and business teacher at 
Smithville District Christian High School, Smithville, 
Ont. 

Clarence Joldersma: 
How does our Reformed Christian perspective affect the 
governance, business management, and development of 
our schools? 

Lois Brink: 
As I think about our Reformed view, I 

have more questions than answers about 
school governance. In West Michigan, 
we are faced with a number of political 
funding issues that challenge our con
trol of the schools. One is about making 
use of "shared time teachers" from the 
public school in our Christian class
rooms. This free teaching staff allows us 
to expand our academic program. Some would say that 
this option is important because it leads to good stew
ardship of our funds. But what about our covenant with 
parents and students ? These teachers are not able to keep 
our promises to ourselves and our parents about trans
mitting a Christian world and life view in the classroom. 

Another governance issue . As our schools grow, we also 
increase "district staff "to manage and develop funds for 
our programs. How do these folk, so far removed from 
the classroom situation, keep in touch with teachers and 
learning settings ? How do they balance the decisions that 
court donors, that grow programs, and that pay our ex
penses with small and significant classroom staff? 

And what about the servant administrator, caught be
tween demands to have an active agenda and a charis
matic leadership style, so appealing to our society, on the 
one hand, and to be a reflective educator, servant, and 
caring supporter to staff and students, on the other. How 
can such an administrator develop a community of sha
lom as envisioned in A Vision with a Task ? 

W hat kind of governance does our Reformed perspec
tive support ? Is it first of all relational, covenanting, serv
ing ? (W hat does the Lord require ? )  Is this naive ? Is it 
possible ? 

Should we be asking : W hat virtues are most important 
in each role ? 

Tim Hoeksema: 
Lois gives us plenty to think about. The 

shared time issue is extremely interest
ing. Early on, the Christian schools that 
chose to be a part of it were quite roundly 
criticized. Now, as dollars have tightened, 
the early critics have become full partici
pants in the program. They all have some 
pangs about participating, but the oppor
tunity seems too great to pass up. I'm glad I'm just a prin
cipal and don't have to make those big superintendent 
decisions ! 

The voucher plans and proposals being bandied about 
are also interesting and have some connection to our Re
formed perspective. W hat do we give up to get govern
ment money ? How much compromise is there or will 
there be ? The Canadian experience on this issue is longer 
and maybe more instructive . And then there is MARKET
ING. I'm not sure how that relates to our Reformed world 
view, but it seems a necessity if Christ-centered education 
will remain viable and affordable in the future . Like Lois, 
I have far more questions than answers. 
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Pam Adams : 
Both Lois and Tim bring up the issue 

of vouchers and fear of state interven
tion. Public education is one of the few 
monopolies in North America. School 
choice advocates want to give back to 
parents the responsibility for educating 
their children. They want the freedom 
to choose from a range of options. They are asking for a 
pluralistic system of education over a majoritarian one. I 
think we can wisely look to Jim Skillen and the Center 
for Public Justice (CPJ) for an informed, Reformed voice 
on this issue. 

The Center argues that parents have primary responsi
bility for educating their children rather than the state. 
The "savage inequalities" in our educational system can
not be ignored when we see what is happening to many 
inner city schools. W hen we think of vouchers, we Re
formed Christians need to look outside our own needs to 
see the alarming need of so many poor children in our 
nat io n s .  I am p l e a s e d  with  C h r i s t ian  S c h o o l s  
International's new initiative to help struggling schools 
both in North America and around the world and the 
involvement of CPJ with similar types of schools. 

W hen considering an equitable choice system, Richard 
A. Baer, Jr. , a professor at Cornell University, suggests 
that vouchers be inversely adjusted to family income 
(Skillen, 1993 ) .  In Iowa where the average cost of educa
tion is about $4 ,5 00 ,  a poor family might receive a 
voucher of $7,000 to allow this family power to bid for 
their child's education. A middle class family might re
ceive only $2,5 00 requiring personal contribution to tu
ition. Children with handicapping conditions would re
ceive larger vouchers to reflect the greater expense their 
education entails .  These vouchers should be given to par
ents and not directly to schools. Voucher money should 
cover transportation, books, and uniform expenses be
cause these expenses might hinder the poor from being 
able to participate in choice. 

The call for vouchers does not mean that non-govern
ment school supporters should be looking primarily for 
a hand-out or a way to make their lives easier. All of us 
bear the responsibility for educating American youth in 
an equitable manner. 

Johanna Campbell : 
As I read the original question, I 

immediately think of the Christian 
schools in British Columbia, in which 
many d e n ominat i ons  are  r e p r e 
sented. The SCSBC schools did be
gin as a result of a Reformed perspec
tive, but to use the word "Reformed" 
while talking to parents would ex
clude many. I prefer using the words 
"biblical perspective, "  even though I 
do believe the Reformed perspective has greatly influ
enced "our" schools. Maybe an excellent topic would be 
to define "Reformed perspective" because I see that it 
means many different things to many parents and princi
pals. Even being in the US or Canada will make a differ
ence as to how that phrase is defined. 

As I search the Scriptures, I see that our Lord certainly 
taught us to serve one another in love as opposed to "lord
ing" it over one another. That is why I see a system of 
checks and balances in our schools, one in which each 
body, board or committee seeks to serve, admonish, build 
up, strengthen the other. I like Lois' three words : rela
tionship, covenant and service. As a result of this submit
ting to one another, we strive to build community and 
relationships, where all serve to build up the body and so 
glorify the Giver of the Body. And so I see Boards, prin
cipals, teachers and students striving, by the grace of God, 
to govern for the benefit of all, using their gifts (of money 
or whatever else) to share the burdens of running a Chris
tian school to the glory of God. 

Tony Kamphuis :  
Johanna gives us a n  important re

minder about being "Reformed. " How
ever, let me raise a further general point. 
In terms of finance, it seems to me we 
can acknowledge the legitimate interest 
of the State in the proper functioning 
of our Christian schools. The State also, 
b e cause  o f  the  system we have at 
present, needs to assume some respon
sibility for allowing parents and guardians the opportu
nity to have real choice in the education of their charges.  
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Christian schools don't provide real choice anymore if 
they no longer have the authority to admit whom they 
will, hire whom they will, or teach (within the "reason
able parameters" of the State 's  interest- a literate popu
lace) what they will .  Schools that sacrifice control of their 
affairs in those areas say, in effect, that their perspective 
has nothing to do with those areas. That would be a trou
bling admission. 

In terms of governance, I wonder what Joanna means 
by saying "Boards, principals, teachers and students striv
ing, by the grace of God, to govern for the benefit of all 
. . . .  " That seems to cloud things in terms of who is re
sponsible for which roles in our schools. To me, the Board 
governs while the staff implements. W hen the Board tries 
to implement things directly, we end up with the awk
wardness of group micro-management. W hen the staff 
tries to govern, we end up with a group only indirectly 
responsible to the membership trying to steer the ship . I 
think the traditional style of governance used by most 
Christian schools in Ontario, Canada, burns out some 
very visionary school members who would otherwise be 

exactly those you would want on your Board. Some form 
of the Carver Model (which I understand is more com
mon in US schools) looks to avoid those difficulties. 

Lois Brink: 
The issue of board governance is one that we struggle 

with as well. Particularly, we struggle to articulate the 
role of the school board in schools where there is a dis
trict superintendent and staff or a school where there are 
several building administrators. The parent board brings 
advice and perspective to these administrators and takes 
back to the school community an understanding of issues 
and decisions. This group is involved in the governance 
of the school in a less than authoritative leadership role, 
and that role sometimes feels insignificant to board mem
bers. But I see this role of communication and reflective 
understanding as being critical to the "power sharing with 
parents" and supportive of our learning community. Is 
this Reformed? Certainly this kind of governance pro
vides a servant role for all involved. 
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Greet\ Gr�ss, Flesh �s Gr�ss 
�l'\J the Work of Our H�l'\Js 

by David Schelhaas 
David Schelhaas is a professor of 

English at Dordt College in Sioux 

Center, Iowa. 

In his well-known essay "On Fairy 
Stories, " J. R. R. Tolkien writes : "The 
human mind, endowed with the pow
ers of generalization and abstraction, 
sees not only green grass, discriminat
ing it from other things (and finding 
it fair to look upon) , but sees that it is 
green as well as being grass. But how 
powerful, how stimulating to the very 
faculty that produced it, was the in
vention of the adjective : no spell or 
incantation in Faerie is more potent." 

W hen I first read this some years 
ago, it hit me full force between my 
brown eyes. It is a statement that is at 
once patently obvious and amazingly 
profound. Tolkien in his praise of the 
adjective calls our attention to some
thing we all know. W hen we talk and 
write, we use these words that bring 
color and shape and fragrance and 
texture and hundreds of other quali
ties to our minds. We use adjectives. 

Adjectives are so much a part of us, 
so much a part of being human, that 
we can't even imagine a world with 
only nouns and verbs. Yet how bar
ren our language and our lives would 
be without adj ectives. W hat a gift it is 
that we may not only lie down in pas
tures but that we may recognize them 
as green pastures. How trivial and lim
iting to say that an adjective is merely 
a modifier, something that changes a 
noun slightly. Call it, rather, a trans
former. That pasture is not merely 
pasture - it is fresh, lively, lovely, luxu-

riant, verdant, rich, nourishing, fruit
ful, fragrant, pleasant, wholesome ; it 
is, in short, green. 

Does a sheep see a green pasture ? I 
doubt it. I don't mean that he is color 
blind - though he may be. W hat I 
mean is that I do not think he is able 
to separate green from pasture. As far 
as we know, a sheep does not have 
the hum� capacity for generalizatio� 

and abstraction. Nor does he have a 
language that even remotely resembles 
human language. The adjective green 
is as incomprehensible to a sheep as 
the doctrine of predestination. Only 
humans, with their innate capacity for 
language, can lie down in green pas
tures. We ought to acknowledge that, 
occasionally take off our shoes, and 
recognize that the green pasture we 
stand in is holy ground. 

N arne-giving task 
In  " On Fairy S tor i e s , " To lk ien  

moves from his praise of the adjec-

tive to suggest that incantations in 
faerie land are not that much differ
ent from adjectives in the real world. 
"The mind that thought of  light, 
heavy, gray, yellow, still, swift also 
conceived of magic that would make 
heavy things light," that could take 
the green from the grass and make it 
a deadly green upon a man's face. He 
is speaking of imaginative writing, of 
humans as myth makers and writers 
of fantasies. He calls people  who 
make up stories and myths sub-cre
ators. 

We Reformed Christians might be a 
bit uneasy with Tolkien's word, "sub
creator, " but we ought to be com
pletely at ease with the idea of hu
mans as makers of metaphors and 
poems and stories. After all, the very 
first task our Creator God gave to 
Adam was the naming of his creatures. 
Adam's task was not one of scientific 
categorizing ; he had to "make up" 
names for these creatures. We read in 
Genesis 2, "He [God] brought them 
to the man to see what he would name 
them; and whatever the man called 
each living creature ,  that was its 
name." W hat a remarkable picture. 
Can you picture our Creator God 
standing off to the side, eagerly and 
curiously watching and musing as 
Adam gets to work : " Oh,  skunk, 
good. Hippopotamus, perfect. Yellow
bellied Sap-Sucker, well, a bit of  a 
mouthful, but accurate." 

In a sense, all language is metaphor 
- words that stand for things. We say 
giraffe and the word becomes a sub
stitute for the long- legged,  long
necked creature eating leaves from a 
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eucalyptus tree. And so ,  in g1vmg 
names to the creatures, Adam was 
making metaphor. In a slightly more 
poetic sense, the Psalmist who wrote 
"God is my Shepherd" used metaphor 
in an attempt to name something about 
the nature of God. In a 1948 Banner 
article, Dr. Henry Zylstra says : "Words 
are poems really. This name-giving is 
artistic work. Adam was called to it. 

The artist in you, in all of us, is called 
to at least the appreciation of it." 

Metaphors surpass the facts 

Now, here 's  a strange thing about 
this name-giving and metaphor-mak
ing : Sometimes the made-up name, 
the comparison, while literally false, 
carries a truth that is stronger than the 
factual. For example, the Psalmist says, 
''All flesh is grass." Taken at face value, 
that simply is not true. After all, our 
flesh is not green, is not composed 
primarily of chlorophyl, and is not thin 
and stalky. Yet ''All flesh is grass" is a 
powerful statement of truth about the 
human condition. Like grass, we will 
all fade, die, decompose and return to 
the earth. Some Bible translations say, 
''All flesh is mortal" and while that 
seems more literally true, for me it 
lacks the power, the vividness, the im
mediacy of ''All flesh is grass." The 
same can be said for fiction. These 
made-up stories - though they are not 
literally true - if they are done well, 
can speak to us with a power that is 

stronger than factual truth. 
From the very beginning, one of the 

primary human tasks has been to 
"name" the things of the earth, not 
only the creatures, but the events and 
the thoughts and the feelings of living 
in creation - our deepest hopes and 
joys and fears and sorrows. We do it 
to give praise to our creator God. We 
do it out of obedience, because we 
have been told to do it, because we 

were cre-
ated to do it. 

God gave us this 
capacity to put nouns and verbs and 
adjectives and adverbs together in ways 
that enable us to praise him. 

Enjoy fiction forever ? 

Zylstra concludes his essay with the 
hope that Christians who read novels 
may "discover God and life" in them 
"so that [they] may enjoy him forever." 
He is, of course, echoing the answer 
to the first question of the Westminster 
Confession. But I wonder if he is sug
gesting as well that the perceptive read
ing of great literature can contribute 
to one's  eternal delight. And if the 
reading of literature has eternal con
sequences, is it possible that some lit
erary works themselves, transformed 
and renewed by the refining fire of 
Judgment Day, may become eternal ? 

I have frequently professed my be
lief that the natural creation -- soil and 
waterways and creatures and plants -
would not be destroyed on Judgment 
Day, but renewed; I have thought also 
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that if the naming of things in the first 
Eden was important, it will be equally 
important in the second Eden. How
ever, until now I have never thought 
much about the possibility that some 
of the "sub-creations" of humankind 
- the bridges and buildings and ma
chines and art works -- might also sur
vive in the life to come. Yet in Revela
tion 21 we read that "the glory of the 
nations will be brought into the New 

Jerusalem. " Does the "glory of the 
nations" include their great art works ? 
Will I be able to check out a trans
formed version of Shakespeare's works 
from the library of heaven? Will we 
sing renewed Bach cantatas on the new 
earth ? 

How all of this will unfold in the 
new heaven and earth boggles the 
mind. It will, I think, remain mystery 
until that day. So I will wait. Eagerly 
and curiously. And while I wait I will 
try to do good work -- in my garden, 
in the classroom, at my computer. 

Psalm 90 is virtually a hymn to the 
transience of humans and their endeav
ors : "You turn men to dust .... They are 
like the new grass of the morning ... 
by evening i t  i s  cut down and 
withered .... The length of our days is 
seventy years, or eighty." Yet in spite 
of all this dust and death and wither
ing, the poem ends with a prayer for 
permanence : "Establish the work of 
our hands for us - yes, establish the 
work of our hands." 

It is a fitting prayer with which to 
end this meandering reflection about 
language and literature in this world 
and the world to come. 



Multimedia 
- a Multitude of Learning Opportunities 

by Jasper Hoogendam 
Jasper Hoogendam is a teacher at 

Knox Christian School in Bowmanville, 

Ontario, and the Ontario Alliance of 

Christian Schools Master Teacher for 

Computer Use. 

As a classroom teacher, I strive to 
reach each of my students, with their 
various learning styles and diverse 
areas of interest. I do not expect my 
classroom activities to be as engaging 
as the latest Nintendo game. I readily 
admit I don't have the same charisma 
as their cultural heroes. W hile I try to 
ignore these competing interests, I 
hope that my students will gain some 
appreciation for the human ingenu
ity of modern bridge designs or will 
come to understand the forces which 
shaped and influenced the lives of the 
Protestant reformers. 

To capture the students' interests in 
our classroom topics, I must compete 
by making the learning experience 
both engaging and challenging. To 
succeed I need to communicate in the 
"language" our students speak. W hile 
we as adults can get excited about the 
most recently published novel,  we 
realize our students speak a different 
"language" when we overhear them 
express excitement about the latest 
CD re lease of Age of the Empire, 
which can be played over the Internet 
with several trends at the same time . 

In tune with mission 
To help you meet the challenge, I 

pose the question : Is multime dia 
authoring part of your teaching fu
ture ? Are you wondering what it is ? 

Are you avoiding it with fear or dis
taste or embracing it with joy ?  

I challenge you, when you are con
sidering multimedia authoring soft
ware for your classroom, to examine 
a school mission statement similar to 
one published by the Ontario Alliance 
of Christian Schools : "The mission of 
the elementary Christian school is 
nurturing the habits of the Christian 
and in an interactive environment sen
sitive to the needs of the whole child" 
(Using Computers to Learn, p.  2 ) .  

We need to find out how a power
ful tool such as multimedia authoring 
can further the aims of educating the 
whole child. At the same time we must 
realize that "computer technology 
should be used only if it helps the 
school to better achieve its goals" 
(Ibid, p .  6) . It is easy to become mes
merized with the technology and find 
excuses to use it. We do not want to 
be part of what Jamieson McKenzie 
calls "a boondoggle of enormous pro
portions" as he laments the gold mine 
which schools have spent on hard
ware and software without the staff 
training to make effective use of the 
learning opportunity computers af
ford  (h ttp : // fn o . o rg/mar98/ 
flotilla.html) . Just because students 
love working with computers and are 
motivated by their presence, that is 
not reason enough to use them in the 
classroom. 

W hen we approach the use of mul
timedia authoring tools as another 
part of God's creation, whether it is 
developed by Christians or non-Chris
t ians ,  we can approach it with a 
clearer purpose. "For everything God 

created is good, and nothing is to be 
rejected if it is received with thanks
giving, because it is sanctified by the 
word of God and prayer" (I Timothy 
4 :4 ) .  This requires prayerful work as 
we e x p l o r e  s o ftware  t i t l e s  l ike  
Hyperstudio by  Roger Wagner (re
viewed below) . 

Learning styles 
Multimedia authoring potentially 

has much to offer if we accept the 
generalization that "schools, by and 
large, emphasized the numerical, logi
cal, scientific, and verbal modes of 
knowing. Regrettably, that means they 
have often neglected other modes 
such as the interpersonal and aesthetic 
one" (Van Brummelen, p . 105 ) .  By 
using multimedia authoring as a learn
ing and teaching tool, we will defi
nitely meet the needs of many students 
who do not fit as well in this predomi
nate type of classroom learning. At the 
same time, we challenge students who 
are comfortable with the prevailing 
classroom learning mode to expand 
their understanding. 

W h en we examme H oward 
Gardner 's  ideas on  multiple intelli
gences, we readily identify several in
telligences that dovetail with the use 
of multimedia authoring, the use of 
which creates an engaging vehicle for 
communication .  Recognizing that 
"students experience life in a multi
sensory way, the computer technol
ogy opens new ways of conveying the 
multi-sensory nature of their experi
ences and learning" (Using Comput
ers to Learn, p. l O) .  The various me
dia - text, sound, graphics, anima-
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tion, video - although they do not 
employ all five senses - do give stu
dents the opportunity to develop a 
number of different modes of know
ing or intelligences. The following are 
identified by Gardner :  linguistic -
reading and telling stories ;  spatial -

Sample project 
A multimedia project engaging stu

dents in several modes of learning. 
As part of studying the topic "Simple 

Machines," my students at Knox Chris
tian School in Bowmanville, ON, were 
engaged first of all in learning six prin
ciples associated with tools and other 
simple machines. After learning about 
the three types of levers, single, double 
and moveable pulleys, inclined planes, 
wheel and axle, the screw and the 
wedge, they went about making their 
own "invention" with at least two mov
ing parts. The inventions were dis
played as part of a hands-on demon
stration. The inventions were also pack
aged or wrapped as part of the study of 
"Packaging." Once the inventions were 
completed, students created a multime
dia presentation of their invention us
ing "Hyperstudio" by Roger Wager. The 
presentation included a title card iden
tifying the inventor and the name of 
the invention. The second card included 
a description of the invention and how 
it works. A third card gave an explana
tion of the principle of simple machines 
which was used to work the invention. 
A fourth card included either a draw
ing of the invention or a scanned photo 
of the invention. Each student's work 
was linked to a class index page. Stu
dents could view each other's work 
anywhere on the network by following 
the links on the index page. 

thinking in images and pictures; mu
sical - appreciating the message con
veyed through sounds, both musical 
and otherwise ; interpersonal - being 
a leader among peers as well as com
municating feelings and motives. All 
these intelligences have a way of be
ing engaged while students participate 
in multimedia authoring. 

Multimedia proj ects lend them
selves to developing a community of 
learners and, because they tend to be 
major undertakings with topics too 
broad for one person to complete, the 
use  of them requires  cooperative 
learning skills on the part of the stu
dents ( Using Computers to Learn, 
p . l lO ) .  However, small projects are 
also possible, and worthwhile.  

Steps to take 
The different phases of a project can 

illustrate how computer activity lends 
itself to cooperative group effort. 
Webbing: 

W hen a topic is first selected it is 
helpful to brainstorm or conduct a 
webbing activity. The ideas which re
late to the topic are suggested and or
ganized according to how they might 
flow from one to the other. 
Defining limits :  

The project needs t o  b e  limited to 
ideas and questions relevant to the 
chosen topic. Discard the irrelevant. 
Locating information: 

Sources of information need to be 
identified. This could include inter
views with specialists, Internet re
sources, electronic encyclopedia and 
print material. 
Delegating responsibility : 
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If the topic is tackled by a group, 
each student should take responsibil
ity for part of the web of ideas. 
Collecting and organizing: 

As information is found, pictures are 
saved to disk, and notes are typed 
with a word processor. Then the in
formation must be organized in a 
manner which helps answer the main 
questions of the project. 
Mapping the presentation: 

A flow chart is developed to iden
tify what information, sounds, graph
ics, text or animation goes on each 
card of the presentation. The links 
between the cards need to be deter
mined. 
Executing the presentation: 

The cards need to be assembled. The 
graphics, text, sound clips and other 
information must be organized in a 
manner which helps explain the topic. 
Presenting: 

The finished presentation may be 
shared with a group of students, a 
whole class or put on the school net
work for students to peruse on their 
own. 

As the full process requires students 
to use many different skills, both tech
nical and social, it becomes evident 
that many different modes of learn
ing are being used. It is important that 
the teacher monitors the whole un
dertaking and teaches additional les
sons to help students acquire the skills 
that appear to be lacking. 

Conclusion 
Students find multimedia authoring 

programs an engaging way to learn. 
They enjoy the challenge of the me-



dia, the seemingly limitless possibili
ties, the satisfying results which can 
be presented in a " language " they 
speak, and they are exhilirated by the 
power they have to create, form and 
mold this digital media. 

As teachers use this media, they will 
no longer feel as if they are at a dis
advantage in trying to compete with 
video games and other cultural icons 
which many students find very im
portant. 

Furthermore ,  the teachers who 
have students working with multime
dia presentations find that their work 
is superior in several ways . Students 
who use them have a strong sense of 
organization,  how information is 
linked and ordered. They are par
ticular about the appearance of each 
card - both the placement of the 
graphics and the text. And, finally, 
those students are better able to talk 
about their work and answer ques
tions posed by their peers. 
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Hyperstudio CD Review 
by Jasper Hoogendam 

Hyperstudio by Roger Wagner. A MAC and Windows hybrid CD.  El
Cajon, Cal. : CCT Core Curriculum Technologies. $50 .00 per copy. Http :/ 
/www.hyperstudio. com. 

"Hyperstudio" is a multimedia authoring program designed for elemen
tary and high school use. A simple example of one of many uses is a poem 
project. The poem is composed by the student and presented in text form 
with a choice of font, size and color. The poem is enhanced with the use 
of graphics drawn by the student or imported from another source. The 
poem can be enjoyed more by having the student record the poem with a 
microphone. Such a poem becomes a multimedia experience for the viewer. 

The tools used in the example are just part of the capabilities students 
h��e when they use "Hyperstudio . "  Students can also import video clips, 
digital photos and prerecorded music and sounds. With the variety of 
tools included in this software,  the learning and presenting possibilities 
for students are limited only by one's imagination. 

A project designed using "Hyperstudio" is organized into cards (one 
screen view) which are grouped into a stack (a file of cards) . To move 
from one card to another card the student must create a link or a button. 
A card may have more than one button, giving the viewer or reader a 
choice as they explore the topic. Buttons can also be designed to auto
matically link the viewer to an Internet site. W hile basic projects can be 
carried out with relative ease, there are many challenging projects to 
motivate older and more capable students. 

This software can function as a learning tool in two ways : firstly, stu
dents learn by planning, researching and organizing their information; 
and, secondly, students learn by viewing the completed projects. 
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About 

Prayer Rugs and Evil Spirits 
by Frank DeVries 

Frank De Vries is a retired Christian 

school principal who lives in Nanaimo, 

B. C. 

W hen Celia and I married in May 
of 1953 ,  neither of us had ever heard 
about a " 'honeymoon. " We were very 
much in love, and all that mattered 
to us at the time was being together 
in our own cozy rented apartment. We 
forgot about what we would have 
perceived as extraneous hoopla.  If 
anything, on the morning following 
the wedding ceremonies, our honey
moon cons is ted o f  walking from 
Murphy Road in Sarnia, Ontario, to 
Christina Street downtown for a cof
fee and a donut. Even if we had been 
aware of "honeymoons" in those early 
days after emigrating from the Neth
erlands, financially there would have 
been no opportunity whatsoever for 
any kind of  romantic get-away to 
some far-off tropical isle .  

However, in the late eighties and 
early nineties of the previous millen
nium, an opportunity for exotic travel 
presented itself. Teachers from across 
the province of British Columbia were 
invited to apply for  government 
grants which would enable them to 
visit any Pacific Rim country of their 
choice. This opportunity was offered 
to provide cultural enrichment for 
teachers for use in classroom teach
ing. After viewing the options, I chose 
Malaysia. It was with considerable 
alacrity that I applied. W hen some 
few weeks later I learned that my ap
plication had been approved and that 
two-thirds of my total trip expenses 

would be funded by the government, 
my mouth started to water just think
ing about street hawkers selling vari
ous kinds of sate, and market stalls 
offering the real  Nasi and B ahmi 
Goreng. 

I made a beeline to the bank in or
der to secure for myself a line of credit 
sufficient to cover the expense for an 
additional globe trotter :  after many 
years I was going to take Celia, now 
a pre-school teacher and childcare 
worker in her own right, on a belated 
honeymoon!  

Originally the trip was scheduled 
for a group of 42 teachers. But upon 
learning that part of the trip would 
consist of traveling in dug-out canoes 
into the interior of Borneo and sleep
ing overnight in a Dayak longhouse 
(the Dayak people were the former 
headhunters of Borneo) ,  3 0  teachers 
changed their  minds .  They chose 
other destinations, leaving only 12 
provincial teachers to make this trip, 
with Celia and I being the only Chris
tian school teachers. 

Traditional and strict 
The flight down was relatively un

eventful, though long - 23 hours to 
Singapore, with only a brief stopover 
in Seoul .  After a restful night in a 
plush S ingapore hotel ,  we took a 
morning flight out to Kota Kinabalu 
on the island of Borneo, our destina
tion. During our three-week stay we 
visited the two Malaysian provinces 
there, Sabah and Sarawak. We saw 
many towns and cities, places, shrines, 
mosques, temples,  beaches, planta
tions, markets and other sights too 
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numerous to mention. It would be an 
immense task to try to describe in any 
detail all we saw and experienced. 
However, we being teachers, schools 
were, of course, of paramount inter
est to us, and we visited many of them. 
One of these was the Sekolah Alam 
Shah, an Islamic secondary school. 

We were warmly greeted by the 
staff, all of whom spoke English. The 
school was one with a student body 
of well over 700 students, 98 per cent 
of whom were Muslims. They were 
taught by 4 7 teachers, most of them 
female, with 3 0  support staff. The cur
riculum emphasized the traditional 
three Rs, classrooms were spartan in 
nature, and the school library was 
only sparsely suppl ied with what 
seemed to us truly ancient books.  
Soon we learned that besides the lan
guage of the land, Bahasa Malaysian, 
all students were required to study 
two additional languages .  One of 
these had to be English, the other ei
ther Arabic, Japanese or French. As a 
result, all graduates of the school will 
know three languages. On Fridays, the 
Muslim "Sunday, "  all students wear 
black hats . It was of interest to see a 
number of rooms with prayer rugs 
neatly laid out on the floor for stu
dent use four times daily. Yet, in a later 
interview with the deputy minister of 
education, in response to a question, 
it was equally interesting to hear that 
the Islamic religion is just a subject in 
the school, and has no bearing on any 
of the other subjects that are taught. 

To give you a "feel" of the place, 
the following announcement by the 
principal, which I will reproduce ver-



The playground: reddish clay-like mud without any playground equipment 

batim, will be helpful : 
"Smoking is prohibited and recog

nized as breaking the school rules_ 
Anyone caught can/will undergo a 
severe corporal punishment or be sus
pended. If any student notice signs of 
someone smoking (e .g . ,  smell, ciga
rette butts) in places like toilets or 
staircases, please report the matter 
immediately to the party concerned 
(prefects, teachers) . "  

Large classes 
One of  the  severa l  e l ementary 

schools we visited was the one serv
ing the children of Menkabong, a fish
ing village, located about 3 0 kilome
ters south of Kota Kinebalu, in the 
northwestern tip of the province of 
Sabah. Before entering the school, we 

were warned by our guide under no 
circumstances to point with a finger 
to any of the children. 

W hen we arrived, the first thing we 
saw was the playground, which, to 
our spoiled western minds, was hardly 
deserving of the name. Imagine a bare, 
undulating field of reddish, clay-like 
mud without any playground equip
ment, some bushes on the sides, with 
at the far end a small covered play 
area, protected from rain by the ever
present sheets (in South East Asia) of 
rusted corrugated iron. One could 
only imagine what the place would 
look like after one of the frequent 
cloudbursts during the wet season. 

Right beside the school, with down
spouts running into the building, was 
a metal structure upon which were 

fastened two large holding tanks -
their source of fresh water. Inside, the 
building was immaculately clean, and 
all children here were neatly dressed 
in school "uniform," consisting of 
white tops, black skirts or shorts and, 
difficult to believe, sparkling, clean 
white shoes. W henever we entered 
classrooms, the children stood. Here, 
too, besides Bahasa Malaysian, the 
learning of English as a second lan
guage was mandatory. We were al
ways greeted with a friendly, "Hello, 
teachers from Canada. " 

Classes were large, with often as 
many as 50 or 60 children per room 
seated at long tables, or, as in the pri
mary classes, on woven mats on the 
floor. Many of the children in the 
higher grades had beside them on the 
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table a vacuum bottle filled with wa
ter, from which now and then they 
would take a sip . In front of the class 
was a blackboard with above it a num
ber of words in the Malaysian or En
glish language. All children had a pen
cil and a workbook. There was no 
evidence of  extra books, artwork, 
charts or maps on the wall. 

Few tools 
Before we left Canada, we had al

ready been told that lack of educa
tional materials would likely be the 
case in this Third-World country, and 
it had been suggested to us that if we 
so wished we could take along some 
modest school supplies for the chil
dren. This we had taken to heart, and 
all of us came loaded with pens, pen
cils, erasers, rulers, and a large vari
ety of other items for use in the school. 
In addition, we passed out balloons, 
and many British Columbian and Ca
nadian pins and flags. We spent a fair 
bit of time speaking with the children 
and looking at their work. Invariably, 
all children were most polite and help
ful, and communication was easy and 
pleasant. 

Pre-school kids run up and down ladders with break-neck speed. 

We met with the staff in a dark, 
sparsely furnished staff room. Here 
we were informed that during times 
of teacher shortages, or when there 
were larger than expected enrol l
ments, teachers were required to per
form double duty. During such times, 
two different classes would be held 
consecutively, with the teacher hav
ing to teach two sessions, thus dou
bling their teaching time . As well ,  
teachers could be sent out anywhere 

in the province without having any 
say in the matter. W hen so ordained, 
they simply had to move or lose their 
job .  Upon inquiry, we also learned 
that Malaysian children who are born 
with mental or physical handicaps are 
spirited away by the government into 
private , state-run schools to receive 
special education. They are never seen 
in public. We were told that the main 
reason for this is the "shame" that is 
attached to having given birth to a 
child that isn't "normal . "  

No land tax 
After our visit to the school we went 

to the Menkab ong vi l lage  i t se l f. 
W hereas the school was built on dry 
land adjacent to it, this village was 
built on poles set in the tidal flats of 
the South China Sea and could be 
reached only via a planked walkway 
that wound around the 5 0 0  or so 
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houses there . All homes were built on 
poles made of "ironwood. " We were 
told that, because of the high density 
of this wood, these poles stay func
tional for well over 60 years, even in 
salt water. Having been built this way 
solely for the purpose of not having 
to pay a land tax, these villages can 
be found along many of Borneo ' s  
shores. 

The walkway was about four feet 
wide, with a pipeline fastened in the 
center which supplied water for the 
homes .  The piping frequently ham
pered our walking, but when I later 
asked someone from the village why 
it hadn't been attached to the bottom 
of the walkway instead of to the top, 
I got a perfectly sensible answer :  in 
case of a leak it would be difficult to 
get at for repairs. Since the walkway 
had frequent gaps and no railing and 
was, in many places, suspended well 



over 20 or 3 0 feet above the tidal flats, 
we made our way slowly and gingerly. 
Not so those who lived there. Even 
little pre-school kids skipped and ran 
all over the place at breakneck speeds, 
running up and down ladders to play 
in the mud, having a great time doing 
what kids do best anywhere : play. 

The structure of the homes was ba
sic, with most of them having roofs 
of thatch or corrugated iron.  The 
floor of each house had a hole some
where ,  of which residents avai led 
themselves to get r id of al l  human 
and other waste matter. This again is 
washed away twice daily by the great 

of Menkabong believe, consists of a 
community of evil personified in a 
single head with long entrails dangling 
from it. This Balang Balang goes from 
home to home, entering by crawling 
through the customary smoke vents 
located on both ends of the roof, and 
then sucking the amniotic fluid from 
any pregnant woman's womb, in this 
way killing both the baby and the 
mother-to-be. Now in order to pre
vent this evil entity from entering their 
homes, the owners take the horns of 
a water buffalo or, lacking that, two 
wooden slats, and insert these into the 
smoke holes in a cross-like fashion. It 

is thought that should 
the  B alang  Ba lang  
then  t ry  to enter  a 
home its entrails will 
get tangled up in the 
crossed horns or slats, 
thus  p r e v e nt ing  i t  
from coming in .  Ani
mism runs rampant in 
Malaysia, flourishing 
especially in rural ar
eas. 

never seen ; nor will fade from our 
memory the haunting sounds of the 
night-time calls to prayer by the mu
ezzins, or the cackling calls of  the 
gekkos. We will always remember see
ing, on many occasions, Buddhists, 
Hindus, and adherents of Islam, the 
young as well as the old, with poi
gnant sincerity worship their gods. 
But perhaps more often than anything 
else, we still today reflect on the lives 
of the children of Menkabong village 
who, after school, have to go home, 
there to be warned regularly by their 
parents about the fearsome Balang 
Balang. 

The evil spirit goes from home to home, crawling in through smoke vents Need for 
deliverance 

We as God's people are often asked 
to pray for those who do not know 
the Lord, for those who live in fear 
and who are unaware of a Jesus who 
came to die to set us free from fear, 
and to give us peace. For Celia and 
me that need for prayer and spiritual 
enlightenment took on a new and ur
gent meaning when we visited the 
people of Menkabong. The children 
we visited then are now teenagers and 
young adults . W hat has happened to 
them? Do they, as well as untold oth
ers in Malaysia, still live in fear of the 
scary spirit world they perceive to be 
all around them? tidal flush. 

But what really startled us was a 
belief in the Balang Balang. Again our 
guide, before we entered the village, 
warned us not to point at anyone, for 
it is thought by village residents that 
when a stranger points at them the 
Balang Balang will flow through that 
p e r s o n ' s  fi nger  in to  the  p e r s o n  
pointed to. 

The Balang Balang, so the people 

Our trip to Malaysia was a wonder
ful adventure. Never will we forget 
the experience of stepping out of an 
air-conditioned airplane and airport 
into the sauna-like atmosphere of  
Singapore, for the first time ever view
ing walkways lined by palm trees and 
sweet-smelling Bougainvillea. Never 
will we forget floating in the warm 
waters of the South China Sea, above 
us stars and constellations we had 

May God help  us find avenues  
through which, in  evermore expand
ing and in new and exciting ways, we 
all can be bearers of the Good News 
to the peoples of the world, to iden
tify and combat pagan spirits, and to 
help establish his peaceable kingdom 
everywhere. 
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Query 

Tena Siebenga-Valstar is a former teacher and principal 
working on her Ph.D. thesis. If you wish to submit a ques
tion for this column, send it to her at 1 68 Windsor Dr., 
Fort McMurray, Alberta, T9H 4R2 or e-mail her at:  
valstar@telusplanet. net 

Too Many Labelled IPP ? 

Question # 1  
Individual Program Plans (IPPs) seem to b e  given so 

freely these days. Are too many children labeled and given 
an IPP ? Can some of the lack of progress in school be 
attributed to lack of parental support rather than a learn
ing problem ? W hen I give spelling words, the student 
doesn't seem to get help at home. 

Response: 
An IPP is a written plan to guide the education of a 

student with disabilities and describes how the educa
tional program is developed, implemented and reviewed. 
One of the guidelines for IPPs indicated seven essential 
components : a summary of student strengths and needs ; 
annual individualized outcomes;  specific individualized 
outc?mes ; recommended services (educational strategies, 
spec1al materials/equipment, human resources) ; respon
sibility areas ; review dates;  and signatures. 

The IPP may include any or all of the following: dele
tion of curriculum outcomes, same general curriculum at 
a significantly different and specified outcome level or 
the addition of new outcomes through the planning pro
cess. My experience with an IPP for a student with sig
nificant disabilities was that the program planning team 
(�d�inistrator, teacher, teacher 's  aide, parents and spe
Cialists) met to communally determine what would best 
help the child in his schooling. In this case the parents 
were intimately involved in the process, and there was 
definite support from the parents. 

One resource suggests that parents answer the follow
ing questions : W hat is your child's history ? W hat is your 
dream for your child?  W hat is your nightmare ? I have 
not encountered any parents who ultimately did not love 

their child and want the best for Tena Siebinp.Valstar 
the child. Usually the response 
to the last two questions involves a high level of emo
tion. The cooperative process requiring and involving the 
parents in the planning would hopefully ensure their con
tinued involvement in the implementation. Should that 
not be the case, the convener of the team meetings may 
have to call for more frequent reviews than originally 
planned. 

I have always found that whether one is dealing with 
academic or behavioral challenges, the frequent team 
meeting with parents and sometimes with the student 
certainly maintains a high level of effective communica
tion and results in everyone again focusing on what needs 
to happen for the greatest benefit to the student. A team 
meeting and the resulting IPP, or its review, is a constant 
reminder that teachers cannot do the task alone ; all share 
in the responsibility of educating the child. 

Are too many children labeled and given IPPs ? I be
lieve we are far more aware of learning challenges today 
than we were some years ago and more equipped to 
handle them, whether that be through knowledge of a 
specific syndrome or learning situation or the availabil
ity of resources. 

Monitor the Special Needs Child 
Question #2 

W hy do students who have Individual Program Plans 
have to write the achievement tests ? We already know 
these students are not at grade level.  

Response: 
As indicated in the previous response, an Individual 

Program Plan is a written plan to guide the education of 
a student with disabilities and describes how the educa
tional program is developed,implemented, and reviewed. 
By achievement tests I understand you to mean the stan
dardized tests issued by a state or provincial Department 
of Education to establish and maintain standards, to 
monitor students' gain over time, and to assist in improv-
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ing the quality of education for students. Although there 
is much controversy regarding standardized tests, if these 
are to improve schools and help children, then there must 
be an assurance that the standards are appropriate, the 
tests fair, and the implementation reasonable.  

Alberta Education indicates that although the testing 
situation should be standardized as much as possible, in
dividual students' needs should also be given consider
ation. If it is documented in the Individual Program Plan 
that a student requires special provisions for taking a test, 
these provisions will be granted, provided a request is 
submitted at the appropriate time to the superintendent. 
Special provisions available include : visually impaired 
student using audiotape version of the test; learning or 
physically disabled student using audiotape version of the 
test ; additional writing time ; scribe ;  large print version; 
braille version; reader ;  sign language interpreter ;  and 
taped response . Students may use a computer if they 
desire. 

These are provisions granted by the Alberta Depart
ment of Education, but I would think that similar provi
sions would be granted by other departments of educa
tion. If these provisions did not meet the needs of the 
child for whom you have concerns, I suggest you contact 
(in this order) your IPP team convener, principal, super
intendent and, if necessary, the Department of Educa
tion representative. 

If achievement tests truly are meant to monitor the 
student's gain over time, you should be able to see the 
maintenance of, increase, or decrease in student ability 
over a number of years. From this the team should be 
able to continue,  or revise what they are doing with the 
student. 

Talking Out of Home 
Question #3 

I have some students who appear to be "big tattletales . "  
The moms are telling their kids too much in  terms of 
what they do not like about the teachers, other students, 
and the school in general . The way I see it is this- some 
kids are responding to teachers in a negative way because 

the parents talk about the teachers in a negative way. W hat 
do I do ? 

Response: 
You appear to have a rather unpleasant situation - cer

tainly one where the love of Christ is not coloring ac
tions. Christ's first and greatest commandment to us is to 
love God above all and our neighbor as ourselves.  Keep 
that foremost in your mind. I suggest that you listen care
fully to what the student is saying, but only if it is said 
with the intention that you hear it. If something is said to 
you by the student or if another student asks for clarifica
tion, respond truthfully and factually. There are, how
ever, situations that are not the student's concern and 
you can also indicate that. One must pray for and use 
much judgment in dealing with a situation such as this. 

Depending on the nature of the comment, it is at times 
best to ignore it. If, however, the situation persists and 
affects the classroom atmosphere, you may clearly indi
cate that out of love and concern for others, the topic 
will not be part of your classroom. You may consider 
speaking privately to the student, and the involvement of 
the principal might become necessary. If all of the chil
dren from one family are speaking in this manner, the 
principal may decide to talk with the parent, citing spe
cific situations. 

When a student belittles another student or shows dis
respect to a fellow classmate, the teacher has the respon
sibility to teach the student that all are worthy of love 
and respect. Because we are made in the image of God, 
we are dishonoring the image of God when we show 
disrespect for our neighbor. Students should be given 
opportunity to discuss how they can build one another 
up, rather than tear one another down. I would expect 
that your school has a policy or guideline to deal with a 
situation where a student shows blatant disrespect for 
the teacher. 

It is unfortunate if this situation has gone on for some 
time . It is best to deal with a situation such as this when it 
begins, when there is still an opportunity to deal with the 
conflict and seek reconciliation. Too often lack of com
munication or poor communication causes a little inci
dent to grow rapidly. 
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Readers' Response 
Reducing Order to 

I would like t o  comment o n  the sentence o r  two that 
appears in the October issue of the CEJ, in the article 
entitled "Seeking Order in Chaos . "  William Boerman
Carnell and Jeffrey De V ries assert, "As literary critics 
both Christian and secular are quick to point out, autho
rial intention is beside the point. It does not matter what 
the writer intended to say; it only matters what he, in 
fact, did say" (p. 3 ) .  

Book V I  of  Homer ' s  Iliad includes the episode o f  
Hektor, arrayed i n  full battle gear, including his great 
bronze helmet with a horsehair plume, encountering his 
young son and reaching out to take him into his arms. 
The child, not recognizing his father, recoils in fear and 
runs in panic to his nurse . W hereupon Hektor removes 
his helmet, immediately mollifying the child. 

The reader has no difficulty reaching back in time over 
2000 years to appreciate this poignant scene . Similarly, 
Moliere used to read his plays to his servant woman, 
having discovered that her responses were a reliable guide 
to the responses of his audience . 

But the French linguist/philosopher Jacques Derrida has 
tried to teach us that language is unstable, that we cannot 
really know what authors intend, and that a literary com
position can do little more than challenge the reader to 
apply his own meanings to the print before him or her. I 
have heard papers read at the MLA and other confer
ences which asserted that what Shakespeare declares in 
his play Henry V is that "Imperialism stinks, "  that every 
line of Prince Hal in Henry N is fraught with double 
meanings, and that Hamlet means just the opposite of 
what he actually says. I like to think that my protests 
spoke for most of the people in the room. 

But this point of view has now entered the pages of the 
CEJ.  It is not surprising, probably, but the assertion must 
not go uncontested. The example of Tagore's poem, ap
proximating sentiments of some Psalms, does require some 
sophistication by way of explanation. If we believe that 
God has imprinted on our consciousness a sense of his 
divinity, it should not surprise us that people respond in 
this way. I wrestled with Tagore in a graduate course, 
and, though it is true that he sometimes stands on tiptoe 
reaching for high truths, his work as a whole (and at some 

level one must deal with the whole body of his work) 
does not speak for the God of our faith. W hether God 
derives pleasure from those instances is for him to de
cide. 

Seek and find 
It is true that a literary work derives its life from a cul

tural and social milieu, and that, although we can recon
struct that milieu in large part, we can never do so with 
perfect accuracy. But only a failure of nerve can prevent 
us from agreeing about the basic intent of an author's 
work. V irgil makes it very explicit that he is writing a 
literary constitution for the Roman Empire. Dante tells 
us that his purpose is evangelical - to turn the hearts of 
his readers from the path that leads to destruction to the 
path that leads to life . George Eliot's program was to 
demonstrate that people can be good without God. And 
Solzhenitsyn set out to challenge the Communist version 
of history and to inform his countrymen of the heinous 
crimes being committed against Russian citizens to fur
ther the socialist cause. Can you imagine a conversation 
between him and Derrida, as the latter tries to play his 
games with this literary prophet? Flannery O'Connor has 
it right : "The novelist renders his vision so that it can be 
transferred, as nearly whole as possible, to the reader. " 

L e t  u s  n o t  go  gently  into  the  murky p aths  o f  
deconstructionism. The price for not ackowledging the 
author 's  purpose - and to discern that purpose is usu
ally not as difficult as these practitioners assert - is to 
lose sight of the deeper currents of the work- the spiri
tual realities, and affirmations, and humanizing purpose 
which animate the novel or play. 

Reading and writing are communal enterprises. They 
cannot function without reciprocal faith in the possibil
ity of communication. The opening words of John's gos
pel surely have some bearing on the high calling of lan
guage and language arts : "In the beginning was the Word, 
and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. " 
Equipped with such a manifesto, maybe it' s time for some
one to launch a post-deconstruction period. W ho will 
lead the way ? 

Steve I. Van Der Weele 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 
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Thinking Thirteen 

And I Will Fill It 
by Nancy Knol 
Nancy Knol teaches English and religion at Grand Rapids 
Christian High. She has spent most of her teaching career in 
middle school and is co-author of the book Reachi ng and 
Teaching Young Adolescents. 

One of my most vivid memories of all my school years has 
to be kindergarten.  I remember the dark green-black lino
leum squares with splashes of white mixed in. I remember 
the long dark wooden tables with matching chairs. When 
you pulled yourself up to the table you saw a single drawer 
before you. I remember eagerly pulling the drawer open the 
first day. As a result, the first words I can recall my teacher 
saying to me were strong words of reprimand for disobeying 
the instructions she had just given regarding opening that 
drawer. I had been too excited to listen. 

One wall of our classroom returns to me now. It held large 
black and white posters with Bible verses printed on each 
one . One oversized letter of the alphabet began each verse . I 
remember in particular the letter "0" with a baby girl perched 
in a high chair, her mouth a sweet circle of anticipation. A 
hand came off the edge of the photo, holding a spoon with 
something - I always thought it was applesauce - for the 
baby to eat. The verse read : "Open your mouth wide and I 
will fill it . "  My sister told me what it said. I couldn't read 
yet, but I wanted to. 

My teacher had written her own Bible story book, and 
people spoke highly of it and her storytelling prowess. My 
mother had told me this before I began school, and I was 
thrilled - I loved stories.  But I remember finding the floor 
hard and the time long as we sat in little rows before her. My 
mind wandered, and she had to call me back often.  

Years later, this same woman - well into her 8 0s now 
was invited to show at our church slides of her trip to the 
Holy Land. Slide shows have never held much appeal for 
me, but I came. Something that needed closure drew me. 
David, a Downs Syndrome adult, came too. Unlike me, he 
loved these shows. He sat near the front and ran his hand 
impatiently through his hair until we began. He was full of 
questions. And suddenly, I saw a connection between David 
and my eager kindergarten self during the presentation that 
mornmg. 

The scene from many years back replayed itself in my mind, 
and I was able to watch myself in David coming before my 

teacher. His restlessness disconcerted her. She even told him 
to "just sit and listen now" at one point. His questions were 
not part of her agenda. Questions came at the end of the 
program. Her voice was still strong, no-nonsense, authorita
tive ; this voice alone sent me racing back to that small, ac
tive, undisciplined free spirit in that carefully ordered class
room. " Open your mouth, and I will fill it . . . .  " But the spoon 
she offered remained suspended, and I remained hungry. 

She was a good teacher. The people gathered there that 
morning were attentive and interested. But she limited her 
audience to those who colored inside the lines she drew. And 
David - and I - failed miserably in that regard. It made me 
want to look again at how I managed my own middle school 
classroom. What new lures must I cast out to catch those 
who missed the first one ? Silently I thanked my teacher for 
successfully offering me a valuable lesson about my own 
teaching so many years after kindergarten. 

Creating Inclusive Com munity 
Ch rist-centered educationa l ,  psycholog ical ,  vocationa l ,  

a n d  advocacy services for  people  experienc ing d isab i l it ies.  

Consu ltation services 
ava i l ab le  i n  a reas of: 
• Inclusion 
• Learning Disabilities 
• ADHD 
• Supported Employment Christian Learning Center 

Contact: R . H .  "Bear" Berends, 2520 Eastern Ave. S E, 
Grand Rapids, M l  49507 Phone:  61 6-245-8388 

Fax: 61 6-245-9807 E-mai l :  CLCnetwork@aol .com 
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Book Review 
Edwin S. Gaustad, editor. 1997. Memoirs of the Spirit : Grand Rapids : 
Eerdmans. 3 5 6  pages. 
Reviewed by Steve ]. Van Der Weele, Professor of English (emeritus), Calvin 
College. Steve]. Van Der Weele 

If history, as some have it, is the working out of the 
religious affirmations of nations, this anthology should 
be of enormous help to the teacher of American history. 
In fact, the value of a history text could well be judged by 
the number of writers of religious autobiography which 
the author of a history text includes in his narrative . 

This book has much to commend it. The editor's help
ful introduction prompts us right off to reflect on the 
dynamic interplay of memory, autobiography (especially 
religious autobiography) , and history. Providing a full
page photograph of almost every contributor is another 
pleasant amenity. And there is little to quarrel about with 
Gaustad's choice of selections of religious expression from 
America' s founding to the present. The anthology as a 
whole reminds us that American religious history is not 
exhausted by the Puritan experience or the fundamental
ist-modernist controversy of the twentieth century. 

The book contains selections from four to eight pages 
each of the religious odysseys of 26 public figures, whose 
influence has gone beyond the personal. The effect of 
reading these selections is cumulative; all of them, as the 
editor explains, show how these odysseys have become 
part of the fabric of American history. 

Whose voices do we hear in this anthology?  We begin 
with seventeenth-century Mary Rowlandson and Puri
tan Jonathan Edwards and end with our contemporaries 
-- Billy Graham, Jimmy Carter, William F. Buckley, and 
Maya Angelou among them. The editor includes Ben
jamin Rush, "The Patriot" (he gives each individual an 
identifying title) , who incisively diagnoses the limitations 
of his colleagues' deism, and the frontiersman Peter 
Cartwright, who relates fascinating stories about his work 
as a Methodist circuit rider, assignments which sometimes 
overlapped with the established churches in the town. 

Orestes Brownson's account is valuable for several rea
sons. He ran the gamut of religious options, finally set
tling on Catholicism. Moreover, he addresses the dynam
ics of the Americanization of the typical immigrant. Such 
a person would arrive with the mentality of the oppressed 
and culturally impoverished. He or she would, however, 
respond in due time to the heady opportunities which 
this new land afforded. Other Catholic voices are included 
as well ;  Gaustad is generous in his inclusions here. John 

Lafarge, editor of the America magazine, Dorothy Day 
(identified as "The Pacifist") ,  Mary McCarthy (a lapsed 
Catholic) , Thomas Merton, and Richard Rodriguez speak 
with rich nuances about their struggles with the Catholic 
hegemony. 

Understandably, voices representing minorities are 
heard loud and clear through the selections. Frederick 
D ouglass, the escaped slave, gets to say, "The slave 
auctioneer ' s  bell and the church-going bell chime in with 
each other. " A bruised but courageous slave, he cites the 
glaring contradictions between what the Scriptures call 
for and the slave holder 's  religion. Benjamin Mays, spiri
tual guide of Martin Luther King, makes much the same 
point, observing that his research disclosed no record of 
a church voice raised in protest against lynching in the 
most reputable newspapers of the South published be
tween 1880 and 1910. 

The anthology would be incomplete without Black Elk's 
expression of betrayal by the white man in broken trea
ties and brutal repression. The voice of a Jehovah Wit
ness is heard, as is the Yogi, the Mormon, and the Bud
dhist. The Protestant clergymen are the right ones : Harry 
Emerson Fosdick, Reinhold Niebuhr and Billy Graham. 
Isaac Mayer Wise speaks for the Jewish Reform Move
ment. 

One may well ask, Do we have here a smorgasbord of 
religious options ? Does the work promote the current 
notion that spirituality is good because it is inclusive, re
ligion is bad because it is exclusive ? The defense against 
this interpretation, as I have already indicated, is to see 
the collection as expressing an integral part of American 
life -- as displaying the main beliefs which have struc
tured the nation's religious life throughout the centuries. 
No doubt a parallel anthology of Canadian public fig
ures giving expression to their religious odysseys would 
be quite different. 

In any case, at a time when some history textbooks 
devote more space to results of the Olympic Games than 
to the Great Awakening of the eighteenth century, this 
collection serves as a wake-up call for all serious people 
to acknowledge history as an expression of man's inher
ently religious nature. It needs to straddle the history and 
the religion department of the library. 
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